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Missouri Fox Trotter
The Missouri Fox Trotter is one of America’s oldest Course Breed. Around 1820 the
breeding of this horse started. It has been settlers from the ranches in Kentucky and
Tennessee, which crossed the Mississippi towards the West to settle in Missouri. It was
from the beginning their goal to breed a strong and persevering horse with soft courses,
which can travel long distances in impassable terrain without showing fatigue.
Course horses are considered unique here in Europe. But hardly anybody knows that
during the course of the history 2/3rd of all horses in the world have been Course Horses.
Written and pictured notes from old cultures out of China, Persia, Greece and Rom are
showing that horses with soft courses have been much in favor.
Historical and military reasons are why today many horses are not showing their
interesting courses anymore. For the use as draft animal and also in the Army it was
enough to show walk, trot and gallop and all other courses were neglected. Sometimes
horses had such a hard trot that they were named “bone breakers”.
With the Missouri Fox Trotter one chooses the opposite way, they crossbred American
Saddlebred with Tennissee Walker to strengthen the talent for a soft course. Today the
Missouri Fox Trotter is a handy (only 1,45 m – 1,60 m), uncomplicated, hard-working,
enduring, comfortable and human friendly western or leisure horse. It can without
problems go daily on long trails in comfort.
Worldwide there are around 80,000 Fox Trotter in comparison to 4 Million Quarter
Horses. The English Queen imported the first horses of this breed into Europe; meantime
there are around 350 Fox Trotter here.
Due to their good character and the comfortable courses those horses are very much in
demand. More than 700 horses are working for the National Park Rangers in the US and
they are also in use for ranch work because of their “cow sense”. But not only the ranch
cowboys are riding them, many of you don’t know that in most cowboy movies the riders
are sitting on Missouri Fox Trotter. Due to this image this breed is also named
“Cowboy’s Rolls Royce” and is traded accordingly.
The naming of this breed comes from the exclusive and breed-specific course, the Fox
Trot. To understand the definition of this course one has to recognize the movement of
the horses. During the normal trot the horse is making a diagonal 2-tact movement,
during which it moves one foreleg simultaneously with the opposite hind leg. The result
is a pushing movement coming from the necessary height and the free fall when the
trotting horse is changing from one diagonal pair of leg to the other.
Using the Fox Trot the horse always has one leg on the ground. Through this the animal
has a support, the free fall and the push are avoided. It looks as if the horse is using a
long, quick walk with his fore legs whilst trotting with the hind legs. The shock in the
lower limbs is reduced and the movement in the back is minimal. Therefore the rider is
sitting in his saddle leisurely and almost without push. The constant ground contact also
has the effect that the horse gets an enormous safety in his steps and through the soft pace
it is using much less energy. This puts the Fox Trotter into the position to cover large

distances with a constant speed without getting tired. The success of these horses in the
US during the 100 miles in one-day distance rides is proof of that.
Further courses of the horses are:
CANTER

three tact courses, flexible with wide step out paces

FLATFOOT WALK

GALOPP

Flat four tact course, the hind legs should pass over the
fore legs
Four tact course with high speed, which can be ridden over
long distances
soft, flexible racing gallop

WALK

a natural walk with a pace matching the exterior

RUNNING WALK

In contrast to other breeds it is forbidden to use any artificial aids with the Fox Trotter
such as manipulating the tail, special bridle or horseshoes. The Fox Trotter is showing its
courses freely and without any force. During competition the rating is 40% in the Fox
Trot, and 20% each in the walk, gallop and appearance. The horses are ridden in normal
western outfit.
The Missouri Fox Trotter is a strong horse with well-built muscles. His head is attractive
in noble form, the ears in a medium length, pointed and elegant, the nose is small but
with wide nostrils.
The legs are strait with good joints and clearly defined tendons. The hoofs are hard and
well formed.
There are no colors typical to this breed. The most dominant color is sorrel, many times
with white marks. Very much sought-after are black horses, Palominos or piebald.
Here are some tips to buy:
At present the breeding of this breed in Europe is still exclusive, but one can already find
some good horses. Most often the horses are imported from the US. Over there a good
trail horse costs about $ 7500, breeding- or competition horses are more. In addition to
the purchase price you have to pay transportation and quarantine.
The Missouri Fox Trotter is easily satisfied and robust in up keeping, he establishes
himself well in the European climate. Due to his riding comfort and his safety in step he
is a very reliable and ideal trail- and leisure horse.

For friends of the South-West an adventure of a special kind:

TRAIL RIDES IN THE NATURAL PARKS OF ARIZONA
After a long flight we landed at the airport of Phoenix, Arizona. It was still one hour to
Scottsdale to the Miller-Ranch. Owner of this ranch is the German Lothar Rowe, he is the
acting President of the German Missouri Fox Trotter Association, and he fulfilled one of
his dreams. The ranch is presented accordingly, next to the nearly 50 trained Missouri
Fox Trotter horses we found a riding hall, trail parcour and also a horse walker.
Something special is the surrounding nature, real horse country of its best, you open the
gate to the Natural Park and for days you can ride between cacti and rivers, a real dream.
You will be in the saddle almost 6 hours daily. You ride through rivers, on steep
mountain trails through the typical Arizona landscape, over rubble and passing huge
cactus. The horses are carrying the riders without any problems, quick and comfortable
throughout the most difficult terrain and that is where you start appreciating and to love
the Missouri Fox Trotter.
For trail rides the Miller-Ranch is offering endless possibilities, Lothar Rowe knows
around 100 different routes, he himself is leading the trails, for example the Jack’s
Canyon Trail or the tour through the Monument Valley. Even a trail ride through the
Grand Canyon crossing the Colorado River you can book, it is a great adventure.
Scottsdale with the Miller-Ranch is a must for each western style fan. Here you can find
real horsemanship and an unforgettable riding vacation.
There is one caution to be mentioned: riding Missouri Fox Trotter can make addicted to
them.
Who wants to see for himself:
Please call Chateau Bzenec Stables, Dr. Wolfgruber, Tel: 00420-604 834301

